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BASKETBALL ECONOMY 
Economics  



The business of basketball in the education market  

The amount of business associated with the sport of basketball generates nearly 
$350B annually. And that number is significantly rising. The surge of new sport 
related entities and products are constantly being added to the market at a rapid 
pace. And it’s making financial gurus create a higher valuation on the sports 
annual revenue. The data shown in the image above tells us that education in 
the U.S. is a huge business, compared to the global market. Obviously most 
funds don’t make its way to sports departments or basketball programs. When 
you look at the amount that does reach the program, it can easily tally up in the 
upper millions. With an average cost of attending private middle and high 
schools in the U.S. at around $21,000, most families are left relying on AAU 
programs and public school basketball programs to act as the immediate source 
for scholarship opportunities beyond high school. Typically AAU and public 
league basketball programs don’t have the necessary resources or relationships needed for student 
success. And their funding struggles continues to loom yearly. It is nearly impossible to ensure that 
each one of their players will reach the next level when they leave their program. And most student-
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According to CBA’s intel 
shown above, education in 
the U.S. alone is generating 
billions of dollars on an 
annual basis. The vast 
business of education is 
valued  on a trillion dollar 
global market. 
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athletes seeking to attend colleges & universities rely on receiving a full scholarship. Especially if 
they are far from being scouted as a professional prospects prior to graduating high school. So 
what’s next? This is where education comes in to play. With so many other professional 
opportunities centered around the business of basketball, the demand to educate them on a college 
level as primary or secondary career options is just as important. Private schools, colleges and 
universities sift through countless resumes of prospective educators that are above the 70+ 
percentile looking for that ideal candidate. With base salaries starting around $77,000 per year, 
employers are faced with a great deal of pressure during interviewing and hiring. In contrast, there 
are 348 NCAA Division 1 basketball programs with significant financial resources. And only 20 of 
them have annual budgets under $1M. Which means 100’s of programs have access to adequate 
financial resources needed to hire qualified candidates, once positions open up. Roughly, there are 
between 20-30 total salary positions on a NCAA Division 1 basketball team. With the exception of 
student-athletes, the rest of the staff is paid by the school. Looking at college basketball programs 
like the University of Connecticut, which fosters a $9.5M budget, and will disperse those funds 
between 10-15 employees throughout the year. Their program can make drastic improvements to 
attract high profile recruits, and fulfill the goal of the schools athletic program. When combining both 
the mission of the academic department and the athletic department, colleges and universities 
invest heavily in their sports programs. Mainly to continue fulfilling the legacy, tradition, and heritage 
of the institution. 


Recently, the NBA adopted the same notion of merging the business of basketball, and converting it 
to the world of education. They opened 7 global NBA Basketball Academies and NBA Basketball 
Schools on 4 continents, serving thousands of student-athletes. Each Academy and school will 
follow the mission and philosophy set by its directors, coaches, and team members. They provide 
academic assistance for athletes, and the also give scholarships to students to attend public or 
private schools in their country. This initiative has opened up many more doors in the world of 
education. From a business standpoint, this initiative is responsible for creating thousands of global 
jobs for educators and athletes. 


As you can see, the education system and the sports system are two entities that coexist on a 
global scale. And in the global market. The business of basketball and academia works hand in 
hand to create higher levels of social capital and global wealth.
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